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Abstract: As the value of data emerges and the convenience brought by big data continues to be known, the socialized use of data is pushed to an important position. In order to enhance the dual circulation of domestic and international data, China has proposed the strategy of establishing a unified big market, which puts forward higher requirements on the protection, circulation, sharing and trading of data as an emerging production factor. Mutual trust in data is a prerequisite for the establishment of a unified data market and the social utilization of data. The construction of a data mutual trust environment requires clarifying the basic connotation of data mutual trust, realizing a safe, reliable, voluntary, equal, honest and transparent atmosphere of mutual trust driven by multiple organizational structures, institutional rules and technical guarantees, and providing the necessary social mutual trust environment for the circulation and sharing of data. Under the current legal system of personal information protection, we explore the creation of data production factor circulation theory and data altruistic sharing principle by absorbing the mechanism of production factor distribution in economics. Data altruistic sharing is not separated from the empirical law system, but is an advanced evolution of the right to data portability by using verifiable consent + multi-layered notification procedures as the path. The mutual trust and altruistic sharing of data provide an appropriate theoretical foundation and realization path for the new path of data utilization.
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1. Introduction

China has recently implemented legal norms related to data security, network security, and personal information protection. This is a significant step towards establishing a legal framework for data protection and circulation in China, which clarifies the basic governance ideas. The aim is to protect network data security, personal privacy, and information rights, while also providing basic resource elements for the development of the digital economy and artificial intelligence applications. To achieve this goal, we are working on developing standard specifications for secure data transactions, cross-border transmission, authentication, and evaluation. We are also creating a user-friendly basic system for trading, opening, and sharing. The establishment of a unified normative system and institutional mechanism can realise fair access and reasonable use of data, and create a new pattern of mutual trust, circulation and sharing of data.

The mutual trust mechanism is the foundation and prerequisite for social operation. In the field of data circulation, the low level of trust between individuals and enterprises hinders the reuse of data. The main problems are that the "algorithm black box" of enterprises consumes the trust of individuals; the right of personal data portability and deletion hangs in the air without technical guarantee; the "data gap" between enterprises is serious, forming a platform-type data monopoly and reducing the possibility of data access and reuse. Therefore, in compliance with China's information protection legislation, it is important to create a social environment of mutual trust in data, establish a new path of data sharing for altruistic purposes, release data potential, increase opportunities for data reuse, and promote the development of the digital economy. These are important theoretical issues and practical tasks.

This paper aims to demonstrate the importance of socially utilising data by examining the theoretical flow of data circulation. It also highlights the urgent need to establish a discourse on data. The paper analyses the connotation of data mutual trust and explores its intrinsic connection with the
principle of trust protection in civil law. It also proposes a mechanism for data mutual trust based on
the drive of organizational structure, judicial remedy system, and technical standards. The aim is to
provide a good social environment for data circulation and utilization, based on mutual trust. The
current data circulation system aims to establish a new path for data sharing and circulation based on
altruism. This involves exploring the circulation theory of data production factors within the traditional
production factor allocation mechanism, clarifying the basic principles of data altruistic sharing, and
utilizing established rules for informed consent and data portability to explain the realization path of
data altruistic sharing from an empirical law perspective.

2. Theoretical Changes from Data Protection to Data Protection and Utilization

Sociologist Manuel Castor foresees that with the rise of the network society, the advent of the
information technology revolution and the formation of the cyberspace order, the traditional concepts
under the original social structure form are gradually being broken. With the in-depth research on the
connotation and boundary of personal information, protection and use, the re-evaluation and analysis of
the multiple interests, potential values, risk forms, protection methods and use patterns of personal
information, and the re-measurement of the interests of data protection and use, the original concepts
have gradually been transformed and the theoretical concerns have simultaneously shifted from data
protection to data protection and use.

2.1. Personal Interests and Public Interests in Data

With the rise of big data, personal data has become a valuable social resource that carries multiple
interests. These interests include not only the personal interests of data subjects and individual
stakeholders, but also the social interests of unspecified social subjects and the state[1]. Personal
information refers to the personal and property attributes of natural persons. It is a concrete
representation of the freedom and dignity of individuals, and the rights and interests of individuals in
their data. Legislative protection of personal data has become a consensus in various countries.
The objective collection of data has gained public recognition as a valuable tool for government
decision-making, social governance, emergency response, and other public management affairs. This
data is collected and utilized by government departments and research institutions, and is processed
using anonymous or de-identified technology to protect privacy. The collection, processing, and use of
personal information is a common practice in modern countries for administrative management and the
 provisioning of public services. However, it is important to ensure that sensitive personal information and
personal information of particularly vulnerable groups are protected, as they are a matter of national
security and other vital interests. It is crucial to maintain objectivity and avoid subjective evaluations,
while using clear and concise language with a logical flow of information. Technical term abbreviations
should be explained when first used, and a formal register should be maintained. The text should be
free from grammatical errors, spelling mistakes, and punctuation errors, and any changes in content
should be avoided[2]. This is specifically expressed in public health data, national security, and
cyberspace order[3]. The use of data for public interest is crucial for data governance, social
development, improving living standards, enhancing service quality, and fostering product innovation.
The scope of public interest should be expanded to include not only the use of data for emergency
situations but also for general collective interest purposes, such as education and research, credit
system establishment, and personal health data for medical research, financial data for credit profiling,
and judicial data for integrity system construction. Compared to individual legal interests, the public
interest of data should be of greater concern to legislators and the judiciary, as it affects the welfare and
development of the entire country, society, and its people.

Therefore, the protection of personal rights and interests on data is not the only value to pursue. It is
also important to fully utilise the value of social data while guaranteeing the basic dignity and freedom
of personal information. This will promote the best balance between personal rights and interests of
data and public interests.

2.2. Data Protection Power Comes from Anticipating and Controlling Risks Rather than Giving
Individuals Control of Their Data

The topic of personal data protection is multifaceted, encompassing the perspectives and demands
of various stakeholders. It involves not only technical and legal considerations but also implications for
business models and economic development[4]. There is a theoretical debate regarding whether data protection arises from controlling data processing risks or granting individuals complete control over their data. The availability of personal information has been a longstanding issue, but it has only recently received significant social and legislative attention. This is due to the modernization of information processing capabilities, which has led to the senseless collection, bulk processing, intelligent analysis, and social use of personal information. To protect personal information, it is important to avoid making it static and limiting its control to individuals or companies providing services or products. This approach is not conducive to improving the quality of services or product innovation. The principle of reasonable and lawful information practice should be reflected through legal intervention in the data processing relationship. In specific scenarios, joint participation of data subjects, data service providers, data enterprises, and data regulators should be realized to reduce the social risk of data[5]. The risk associated with data processing arises from the relationship between individuals and enterprises, individuals and government, and enterprises and government in terms of data processing and being processed. The legal regulation system of data protection establishes the obligation of diversified protection and grants the right to remedy the infringement of personal data rights and interests. This is because the algorithmic rules of data processing are often complex and difficult for non-professionals to understand and evaluate. It is important to ensure compliance with data processing regulations. The legal system for data protection establishes various obligations for protection and provides the right to seek redress for violations of personal data rights[6]. The main distinction between risk control of data and the protection of rights granted in traditional civil law is that the latter originates from the operational law of commodity economy and direct face-to-face interaction between people. The empowerment protection model takes tangible objects as the object of study and constructs the system of rights protection or property rights change. It is important to note that personal information cannot be absolutely controlled in the data era. The overuse of personal control, particularly through excessive promotion of consent mechanisms, can be dangerous. Consent mechanisms may create the false impression that control over information can replace privacy protection. It is important to balance personal control with other privacy protection measures[7]. In addition, absolute control by the individual will inhibit the flow and reuse of data, increasing the cost to the data enterprise and ultimately shifting all costs to the consumers themselves. Therefore, giving individuals absolute rights over data to safeguard personal information is not sufficient to achieve good protection. Only the allocation of multiple protection obligations can protect the rights and interests of individuals and public interests on information in a comprehensive manner. The focus of the personal information protection system is to regulate the risks in the process of data processing.

2.3. The Aggregate Value of Data: From Resource to Asset to Capital

Data is a valuable resource that originates from various sources such as people, social organizations, regular object operations, flora, and fauna. It can be effectively collected and quantified, and its value is widely recognized. The objective existence of data allows for its measurement. It meets the basic characteristics of reality, controllability, and asset economy. Currently, a company's core competitiveness lies in its ability to handle large amounts of data and process it efficiently. The ability to predict the future is a direct result of mastering data[8]. Due to the great value of data assets, the data gradually develop towards capitalization that can be traded and funded, converting the value and use value of data assets into shares or contribution ratio, and turning them into capital circulation through trading on and off the data exchange. The transformation of data from resource to asset to capital reflects the value aggregation of data from scattered and low value to convergence and high value state.

2.4. Differential Order Protection of Data Identifiers

Professor Ronald E. Leenes of Tilburg University in the Netherlands discovered that different parts within an identifier play different roles, and proposed the classification of lookup recognition and cognitive recognition identifiers[9]. Our scholar Fuping Gao goes on to propose the distinction between direct identifiers, indirect identifiers, and quasi-identifiers[10]. A direct identifier is one that can be associated with a specific individual without any additional information or cross-linking with publicly available data. Indirect identifiers are those that cannot be directly associated with a specific individual or cannot identify a specific individual alone, but can identify a specific individual in combination with other divisional forms. Quasi-identifiers are attribute information, and this broad sense of identifier is applicable to user profiling or identifying the classification labels given to individuals in user analysis. Specifically, distinguish the protection method and the strength of protection according to the degree of identification or association of personal information identifiers. The direct identifiers will be strictly
protected, the indirect identifiers will be prohibited from reverse identification of information subjects, and the quasi-identifiers will be protected with a loose protection policy can be commercially processed or analyzed. In the construction of data mutual trust environment and data social utilization, we should make full use of de-identification technology to reduce the identifiability or relevance of identifiers.

3. The Prerequisite for Social Utilization of Data: System Establishment of Data Mutual Trust

Robert Post, former dean of Yale Law School, suggests that although the right to privacy presents itself as an individual right, it is essentially a specific social norm and civilizational rule recognized by social groups, and has certain social relationship properties[11]. Helen Nissenbaum further suggests that the protection of privacy is determined by social norms and circumstances, and that differential protection should be achieved in different scenarios[12]. Data protection and circulation should be dynamically measured in different national contexts, social norms, and social environments, especially since data has become an important factor of production, and the use of data has generated huge commercial value, more and more organizations and departments are recognizing the importance of data, and individuals are feeling the "crisis" of data use. Therefore, only by establishing a stable socialized trust relationship can data circulation and socialized utilization be realized smoothly.

3.1. The Basic Concept of Data Mutual Trust

The term 'mutual trust' originates from the concept of trust, which refers to a relationship between two interacting parties. While there is a significant amount of domestic and foreign research on trust, there is no consensus due to the substantial differences in political, cultural, social, and historical backgrounds both domestically and internationally. Even within the same context, trust may have different meanings and implications in various fields. The reason why it is difficult to grasp is that trust has become a presupposition in society and has been applied to all human activities. As a result, trust changes with each activity in which it is expressed. The concept of trust encompasses three dimensions: relational, temporal, and binding[13]. Specifically in data mutual trust, the relational nature between data subjects and data controllers stems from the dependency or interactive relationship that arises when providing services or products, such as the interactive relationship between people and cell phones, which collects a lot of user information when providing calls or network services on the one hand and on the other. The temporality of data trust is that the data subject uses the service or product for a period of time and generates experience on the service or product to predict the future, and data trust is determined by the consistency of user experience accumulated over a long period of time. In the IoT era, the long-term interaction between people and machines and algorithms gives rise to the relationship of human dependence on machines and algorithms, which is especially obvious in the field of auto autopilot. The long-term relational and temporal nature prompts the relationship of mutual trust between people and machines and algorithms. In terms of binding force, the binding force of data mutual trust arises from the long-term satisfaction of user experience and the expectation of data security, and the satisfaction and expectation counteract the endogenous motivation of data enterprises to create data security environment and comply with the law in data processing.

Williamson, an American economist, divides trust into three dimensions: first, the consistency of the fiduciary's actions calculated on the basis of the information available and generating computational trust; second, personal trust based on personal relationships without calculation or cost; and third, from the macro level, an institutional trust in which activity contracts are embedded in the social and organizational environment of transactions[14]. The three dimensions are three different strata of trust and the mutual trust process in which the level of trust increases sequentially. Establishing data mutual trust should also generate rational computational trust and personal trust from data subjects based on the relational and temporal nature of data mutual trust, and then generate stable institutional trust by forming the binding force of universal data mutual trust at the social level. Institutional trust is the ultimate goal in the era of big data and Internet of Things, and it is the cornerstone of data socialization. Data mutual trust is not a conjectural word, but on the one hand from the fact that mutual trust has been formed between data subjects and data controllers in practice, and on the other hand from the new interpretation and application of the principle of trust protection in China's civil law in the field of data.

3.2. The Civil Law Basis for Mutual Trust in Data: A New Interpretation of Trust Protection Theory in the Digital Age

The theory of reliance protection runs through the whole civil law system, especially playing an
important role in credit, meaningful autonomy, the structure of the civil subject system, the system of
legal acts, and the mechanism of reliance protection on property claims\(^1\). The doctrine of promissory
estoppel, the doctrine of appearance of rights, Fuller's theory of reliance, and the doctrine of contractual
negligence are the four sources of reliance protection in traditional civil law\(^2\).

3.2.1. The Doctrine of Promissory Estoppel

Promised estoppel is a universal binding rule that maintains honesty, trustworthiness, transaction
security, and order in the commodity economy. Its core concept is that the promising party shall not
renege on the promise after knowing that the promise will cause the trust of the other party, and the
other party, in fact, produces legal acts according to the promise. In the field of data, the principle of
specific and clear reasonableness of the purpose of processing personal information and the obligation
to inform are reflected. The data collector is required to inform the user of the purpose, manner, type
and duration of collecting and processing information. This is considered a commitment to its own
behavioral norms. If this commitment is broken, there will be adverse consequences, giving the right to
judicial remedy to the party in compliance. The primary legal consequence of a promise is the
anticipation of benefit to the other party, which subsequently generates a practical and legally
enforceable outcome.

3.2.2. The Doctrine of Appearance of Rights

The appearance of rights theory is a private law theory first proposed by German scholar Moritz
Welschpach in his work. The key concept is that when relying on an external elementary fact to
perform a legal act, if the establishment of the elementary fact is assisted by the other party, then the
reliance should be protected by law\(^3\). According to this view, external facts are the elements used to
identify legal theories. The concept of appearance of agency is commonly applied in civil law to
establish the appearance of rights. In the context of the internet, data companies often present
themselves as capable of ensuring data security and efficient data processing. This fosters user trust and
increases the likelihood of product or service usage, ultimately leading to increased data sharing.
Modern internet companies often use the appearance of rights to gain users' trust. They employ smart
and accurate means to demonstrate the security of their data through attractive and simple official
homepages, user-friendly app interfaces, and advertising interfaces with the 'preferences' logo of
common friends. However, these companies also encourage the sharing of personal information and
preference data by their users\(^4\).

3.2.3. Fuller's Theory of Reliance and The Doctrine of Contractual Negligence

Fuller's theory of reliance and contractual negligence is an important basis for damages in modern
contract law. It compensates for the deficiencies of private law autonomy liability and contractual
liability, and emphasizes institutional compensation for the benefit of reasonable expectation\(^5\). In
the field of data mutual trust liability, it is recommended to apply Fuller's reliance theory to establish a
liability bond between data subjects and data controllers. Data subjects trust data controllers to use data
in a reasonable, compliant, and safe manner. They can then claim their rights from data controllers or
third parties based on the expectation benefits of data trust once the data is infringed. This mutual trust
in data gives rise to a liability system that can effectively alleviate disputes over data ownership and
even move away from the empowerment model. Additionally, the text should adhere to conventional
academic structure and formatting, including consistent citation and footnote style. Finally, the text
should be free from grammatical errors, spelling mistakes, and punctuation errors. Due to the
characteristics of data, such as non-exclusivity, widespread use, and low value of unstructured single
data, it is difficult to establish tenure among subjects. It is important to use clear, concise, and objective
language, avoiding biased or emotional language and sticking to common sentence structure and
technical terms. If the main purpose of assigning ownership is to determine attribution, then Fuller's
theory of reliance can be applied. Data reliance can effectively solve the problem of determining
responsibility and assumption, eliminating the need to waste time on the century-old problem of who
owns personal data. This approach can effectively protect the rights and interests of personal
information by generating responsibility through mutual trust in data.

In the data era, the new interpretation of reliance protection theory finds its theoretical basis in civil
law. It involves the procedure of informing and the purpose-specific principle of personal information
processing. This provides institutional compensation for the responsibility of personal information
protection. Additionally, it elevates the data trust relationship to the responsibility relationship between
data subjects and data controllers. Finally, it elevates trust from the moral level of restraint to the legal
level of restraint.
3.3. The Path of Realizing Data Mutual Trust: Organizational Structure, Judicial Remedies, and Technical Guarantees

As the big data industry enters the trillion-dollar era, a specialized division of labor is inevitable, and data service providers will become important link carriers. Data disputes are frequent, and the problems of high litigation costs and difficulty of proof for data subjects are highlighted. The relationship between data subjects, data service providers, and data enterprises should clarify their respective rights, responsibilities, and benefits. Infringements of data rights and interests should have extended remedies, and technical means should be used to protect multiple interests in data. It is essential to construct a data service ecosystem, a litigation remedy system, and a technical guarantee system to establish a mutual trust environment for data.

3.3.1. Introduce Neutral Institutions to Build Data Service Ecosystem

Third-party organizations are generally considered more professional and responsible for their technical security capability and qualification capacity compared to general data subjects and data enterprises. These organizations can be categorized as data sharing organizations, data processing organizations, and data altruistic organizations. The main functions of data service companies are to collect, aggregate and transmit personal information, establish data circulation bridges, and form two-way channels between data subjects and data receiving enterprises. They also facilitate data enterprises in saving data collection costs. Data service companies are third-party organizations for data desensitization and de-identification, and have become an increasingly popular industry. The ecosystem of data services aims to create and utilise data value, express resource integration and service exchange, and achieve self-driven and continuous cycles under the constraint and promotion of external institutional factors.

3.3.2. Broaden the Judicial Remedies to Protect the Interests of Data Subjects

Personal data rights and interests have a strong personal nature. To establish a mutual trust environment for data, it is necessary to enhance the confirmation of data subjects, improve judicial remedies, increase judicial punishment for violations, and streamline litigation channels. Civil disputes related to personal information processing, such as contract and tort disputes, should also be considered. If the personal information processor violates the purpose, manner, and scope of processing as agreed in the contract, their behavior constitutes a breach of contract, and they shall bear the liability for breach of contract. The methods for assuming liability for a breach of contract may include ceasing the processing of personal information, processing personal information in accordance with the agreed-upon purpose, fulfilling the obligation of data protection, deleting personal information, transferring information to a third party, paying liquidated damages, and issuing a public apology. In data infringement disputes, the presumption of fault liability is applied, and data subjects are required to prove that their personal information has been processed and infringed upon. However, data subjects often lack the professional and technical ability to prove the true subject and purpose of information processing, which makes it difficult for them to provide evidence. The implementation of the principle of no-fault liability for breach of contract and the reversal of the burden of proof reduces the burden of proof on data subjects. This is conducive to enhancing the confidence of data subjects to defend their rights. Additionally, the data subject has the right to freely choose the remedy of claiming breach of contract liability or tort liability.

3.3.3. Build Personal Data Space Application in Key Areas and Implement De-Identification Technology Application

Personal Information Management (PIM) is an emerging research direction that has received attention from researchers in many fields, such as databases, information retrieval, and semantic Web. It is an important research direction in the field of privacy computing to replace manual management of personal data circulation and utilization with neutral algorithms, decentralized storage technologies, and monitorable platforms. Personal Data Spaces (PDS) is an important research base in personal information management. It is responsible for managing and maintaining personal information, as well as supporting finding and sharing operations through effective indexing and organization. The personal data space facilitates the collection and storage of information about data subjects. This information is then shared with data enterprises, public departments, and research institutions, either for a fee or altruistically, with the aim of maximizing the circulation and utilization of data, provided that the data subjects have given their informed consent. The personal data space is comparable to a private data box that can track and monitor the usage of data by individuals, including who is using it, when it is being used, and for what purpose. This enhances individuals' control over their data and provides an
API interface for data service providers, enabling them to offer intermediate link services. The decentralised, monitorable, and easily accessible personal data space provides a crucial platform for mutual trust in data. It replaces data enterprises in fulfilling data security obligations and creates a safe, reliable, voluntary, equal, honest, and transparent mutual trust space.

Controlled de-identification or controlled linkable data has become an internationally accepted technical rule for the sharing and reuse of personal information. The true purpose of de-identification technology is to remove identifying information about individuals, rather than to conceal personal characteristics. Direct identifiers are processed to eliminate information that could identify a specific subject, ensuring the protection of basic individual rights such as privacy, dignity, and freedom. Indirect identifiers and quasi-identifiers that describe personality traits should be retained to allow for circulation and reuse without identifying a specific subject. The technical standard of de-identification provides a 'safe haven' for data processing service providers or data enterprises to publish the list of de-identified information and obtain approval from the public, industry associations, and data regulatory authorities. This can, to a certain extent, exempt or reduce the infringement or breach of contract responsibilities of data controllers.

4. A New Path to Use of Data: Data Sharing for Altruistic Purposes

The social utilization of data relies on a mutual trust environment, where data subjects and controllers have trust in the computational and institutional aspects of data circulation and sharing. This trust is ensured through multiple guarantees such as organization, judicial remedy, and technology. Chinese scholars have conducted extensive research on the circulation and sharing of data among individuals, enterprises, and governments. Various perspectives, such as public or private law, civil or criminal law, and empowerment or behavior regulation models, have been explored to provide individuals, enterprises, and governments with diverse rights and interests. This approach aims to achieve a balance between data protection and circulation. There is a lack of macroscopic analysis regarding the mechanisms of data generation and circulation in the fields of legal economics and legal sociology. Interdisciplinary research on data circulation can achieve a generalisation of research results in an international context, allowing for research conclusions on legal phenomena to extend beyond the scope of a single country or region. The research paradigm of legal economics can model various social, economic, and institutional factors through a unified economic paradigm, thus providing a relatively unified concept for understanding, analyzing, and communicating problems. In the field of data jurisprudence, data has become the fifth major factor of production. Therefore, it is necessary to study and analyze the theoretical basis and basic principles of the circulation of data, a new factor of production. This can be achieved by drawing on the existing principles of distribution of factors of production. The aim is to provide a unified discourse system and consensus on basic research for the study of social utilization such as data circulation and sharing in China. The ultimate goal is to build a basic theory of social utilization of data and digital economy.

4.1. The Fundamental Purpose of Altruistic Data Sharing

In the current legal and regulatory framework for data circulation, individuals’ consent is required for the government or enterprises to share and use personal data. The principle of minimal and specific purposes of processing must be followed. In addition to the standard processing rules, the Law of the People's Republic of China on the Protection of Personal Information allows for the use of personal information without individuals’ consent for specific purposes, such as handling public emergencies, protecting the life and property of natural persons in emergency situations, and implementing news reporting and public opinion supervision in the public interest. The current regulatory system overlooks data processing scenarios for altruistic purposes in non-emergency situations, particularly in the fields of medical and healthcare, social credit systems, financial and economic development, and education and scientific research. To improve China’s data circulation and utilization rule system, it is recommended to establish a rule system for data circulation and sharing based on altruistic purposes. This will address the scenarios of data circulation, sharing, and reuse in non-emergency situations based on general social public interests.

Studies on altruistic behaviour in animals and humans demonstrate that self-interest does not always require harm to others. Self-interest and altruism can be combined, and benefiting others is necessary to benefit oneself. Therefore, one can better benefit oneself by benefiting others.[23] In the field of data circulation, data altruistic sharing is a new approach to data sharing with the aim of benefiting others,
the collective, society, and the country. It is centered around national interest, public interest, social morality, and social virtue, and is a concrete expression of the traditional Chinese virtue of ‘everyone for me and me for everyone’ in the data era. Altruistic sharing of data circulation has already emerged in daily life. For example, users of Gaode Maps share their personal travel data to help others save time by providing clear views of road traffic jams and accurate travel time calculations. For instance, patients willingly participate in drug trials to share their personal diagnosis and treatment data, and exchange medical advice in patient groups, with the goal of preventing others from experiencing the same illness. The sharing and circulation mode of personal data for the benefit of social management, social operation cost saving and others' health has been quietly formed, and the concept of altruism is as beneficial as self-interest, and altruism is ultimately beneficial to oneself has gained social consensus. Data theory research and legislative practice should respond to social needs, changes, and consensus. They should establish a new path of data sharing for the purpose of data altruism without changing the existing norms of data protection and circulation. This will help to realize the full development of the idea of data altruism in the construction of the socialist rule of law system with Chinese characteristics.

4.2. Theoretical Foundations of Altruistic Data Sharing

The theory of three allocations of production factors in China has become a general theoretical consensus. It was first proposed by Mr. Li Yining. The first allocation refers to the income that people receive by exchanging their means of production in the market. The second allocation is the redistribution of income by the government through macro-regulation, using taxation, support, and other policies. The third allocation is the transfer of means of production dictated by moral forces, such as voluntary donations[23]. The author's analytical structure can be used to explain the overall spectrum of data circulation and utilization within the production factors' circulation system.

The author tries to summarize the circulation of data production factors into three levels: the first level is the circulation driven by the rights (force) system based on the rights and interests of data subjects, the rights of data generators, and the national sovereignty of data, while the rights (force) system is interspersed with the supply and demand exchange relationship between data and services, the investment return relationship between data and infrastructure construction, and the affiliation relationship between data and the establishment of national discourse; the second level is based on The second level is based on government-led public data disclosure, intervention of data regulators or judicial departments on data monopoly, a way to regulate the imbalance of free flow of data market, and judicial administrative means to guarantee the value of data flow; the third level of circulation is based on the distribution of altruistic sharing behavior of data with altruism as the purpose. The third level of data altruistic sharing is the focus of discussion in this paper. Scholars have already focused on the fact that there is an invisible force driving data circulation in addition to commercial purposes and government regulation purposes, such as data moral responsibility[24], data charity[25], data donation and other research results, and the author believes that all of the above areas can be accommodated to data altruistic sharing. Whether it is for the purpose of virtue, charity, donation, or trust, the aim is to give full play to data sociality, realize data circulation, solve data monopoly, use distributive justice and corrective justice to realize the just distribution of data, and maximize the value of social utilization of data production factors.

4.3. Basic Principles of Altruistic Data Sharing

The principles of data altruistic sharing should adhere to the same basic principles and processing rules as those in the legal regulation of personal information protection. However, data altruistic sharing requires its own set of processing principles due to the different purpose, manner, result, and value of altruistic processing.

4.3.1. Voluntary Sharing Principle

Altruism is not bound by legal or moral obligations; it is voluntary and non-compulsory. Altruistic behavior should be highly praised and promoted[26]. Therefore, the fundamental principle of altruistic data sharing is voluntary sharing by data subjects or data service providers based on altruistic purposes. No one may be compelled to share data. By promoting the development of data sharing, it provides legal clarity and a trustworthy environment for public institutions, individuals, or enterprises willing to share data.
4.3.2. Fair Data Principles

The fundamental principle of fair data is to provide data that is findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable. The principle of fair data aims to promote data quality and data format requirements in the process of data circulation between data service providers and data enterprises. It aims to achieve non-discriminatory data access, interoperability, and reusable data, while reducing data circulation obstacles caused by data transmission requirements. Ultimately, it aims to enable barrier-free and fair utilization of data socialization.

4.3.3. Transparency Principles

The principle of transparency is fundamental to the openness and clarity of data processing. It is a prerequisite for establishing mutual trust in data and achieving selfless data sharing. The principle of transparency requires that data processing be clarified in terms of subject, purpose, scope, and duration, as well as the qualifications and abilities of data stakeholders to process data, among other aspects. This further strengthens the data subject's right to know.

4.3.4. Exclusive Prohibition Principle

Data sharing is a right of the data holder, whether paid or unpaid, and may come with or without restrictions. To ensure fairness and prevent arbitrary choices, it is important to establish clear guidelines for data sharing. In cases of altruistic data circulation, exclusive agreements between data holders and processors should be prohibited, and limitations should be placed on the right to make autonomous decisions regarding data sharing. For altruistic sharing purposes, data circulation, including sole-source data, data of public interest, and basic data, should not be restricted by exclusive clauses.

4.4. The Realization Path of Data Altruistic Sharing in the Framework of Personal Information Protection Law

The primary challenge of altruistic data sharing is how to ensure the altruistic intent of data subjects, distinguish altruistically shared data from other data processed with consent, provide data controllers with legitimacy to process data for altruistic purposes, and clarify the legal implications of altruistic data sharing. Based on the mature rule system in China's personal information protection law, the author suggests that data altruistic sharing should be integrated into the system of informed consent rules for data processing. This will clarify the rules for informed consent in relation to data altruistic sharing. Data altruistic sharing has the same legal effect as data transfer, which is equivalent to data portability but at a higher level of data sharing.

4.4.1. Establishing Informed Consent Rules for Altruistic Data Sharing

In our current personal information protection empirical law, individual consent is one of the foundations of the legality of processing personal information. Data altruism should also be based on full respect for the rights and interests of individuals, and the consent to altruistic sharing should be made to the data service provider or data enterprise in the form of signing a consent form for altruistic sharing, and all the kinds of shared data approved and agreed to in the consent form can be provided to the data service provider or the requesting enterprise for reuse and interoperability. The procedures for informed consent for altruistic data sharing should be stricter than those for informed consent for general information processing. In terms of obtaining the consent of data subjects, more rigorous verifiable consent should be adopted[^27], i.e., written consent or consent with verifiable authenticity should be adopted to alleviate the problem of vain and formalized meaning of consent. In the notification procedure, multi-layered notification procedure (multi-layered notice) is adopted to replace the lengthy, complex and highly specialized notification content[^28]. The establishment of the informed consent procedure for data altruistic sharing is in compliance with the basic theory of legality in the current personal information protection system, with wide social awareness and acceptance, and easy to carry out the practical operation of data altruistic sharing in the field of data circulation as soon as possible.

4.4.2. Legal Effects of Altruistic Data Sharing

The legal effect of altruistic data sharing is that it facilitates data transfer. This enhances data transfer control for data subjects and reduces the divide between data enterprises, thereby promoting competitiveness and innovation. Additionally, it reduces social operation costs and greatly enhances data economic efficacy from a socio-economic perspective. Altruistic data flows begin with the data subject's will and occur based on the data processor's processing behavior. Data portability is a data
flow system established by EU countries and China's empirical law. Data altruistic sharing is similar to data portability in terms of data transfer effect, but there are subtle differences between them. The purpose of altruistic data sharing is to promote data of general social interest in a safe and orderly processing environment, and to allow fair access and use of the data by enterprises or institutions in need. The language used in this text has been made more objective, concise, and clear, with a logical flow of information and consistent technical terms. The text adheres to conventional academic structure and formatting, with clear citations and footnotes. The language is formal and free from grammatical errors, spelling mistakes, and punctuation errors[29]. No new content has been added beyond what was provided in the original text. It is important to note that personal data is not the only type of data included in data portability; it also includes data on the provision of services or operations by enterprises[30]. The analysis indicates that altruistic data sharing improves the data subject's control over data transfer to meet the general interests of society. It requires a one-time generalized consent to license the data controller to flow its data and ultimately results in the legal effect of data flow and reasonable use.

5. Conclusion

In recent years, the data protection and circulation system has matured. However, a social environment of mutual trust regarding data has not yet been established. This makes it difficult to create an ideal country where data stakeholders voluntarily share and circulate data, and to truly realize the full potential of data resources. Based on the evolving theory of data circulation, this paper explains the necessity and inevitability of socialized data utilization for the creation of a national data unified market and international data discourse. It proposes the establishment of a mutual trust environment for data through institutional, organizational, technical, and judicial remedies as a guarantee system. This will provide a social atmosphere of mutual trust for the social utilization of data. The theory of data circulation cannot be nourished by interdisciplinary theoretical research results of law and economics or law and sociology. The theory of data circulation at the macro level is formed by drawing on the mechanism of production factor distribution to find an accurate social function positioning for altruistic sharing. Data sharing for altruistic purposes concerns the public interest of society and is an important national data strategy for self, altruistic, and social benefits. It will become the main channel of the social utilization path of data in the near future.
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